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CLASSICAL QUOTIENT RINGS OF PWD'S

ROBERT GORDON

Abstract. Piecewise domains which are right orders in semi-

primary rings are characterized. An example is given showing the

result obtained is "best possible". A further example is obtained of a

prime right Goldie ring possessing a regular element which becomes

a left zero divisor in some prime overring. This example leads to

the construction of a PWD R not satisfying the regularity con-

dition, but for which R/N(R) is right Goldie.

Introduction. The principle result of this note is a characterization of

PWD's (piecewise domains) which are right orders in semiprimary rings.

The main device employed here is L. W. Small's concept of exhaustive set.

Probably the most important consequence of the characterization is that

a right noetherian PWD is a right order in a right artinian PWD. In the

more general setting our result is less satisfactory because an assumption

is made about each of the factor rings R/T^R) (see the theorem in §1).

However, an example given at the end of §1 shows that this is unavoidable:

There we exhibit a right Goldie PWD R having R/N(R) right Goldie which

is not a right order in a semiprimary ring.

In §2, as a problem closely related to the existence of classical quotient

rings, we study the regularity condition in PWD's. Necessary and sufficient

conditions are obtained for a PWD R to satisfy the regularity condition

in terms of the torsion-freeness of R as an RlN(R)-modu\e. It is shown

that any PWD R with R/N(R) right Goldie satisfies a certain one-sided

regularity condition. That the regularity condition then need not be

implied is demonstrated by an example. Since this example is surely of

more general interest than its application, we single it out here:

A right Ore domain D is constructed so that for some elements a, b, c,

de D, the equationsax+by=0, cx+dy=0have a nontrivial solution in a

domain E extending D, but no nontrivial solution in D. (This means that

the prime right Goldie ring D2 contains a regular element which becomes

a left zero divisor in the prime overring £2.) It is amusing to note that there
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is no such example where the domain D is two-sided Ore. Moreover, the

domain E extending D in which the equations have a nontrivial solution

cannot imbed in a division ring.

Throughout the paper, the prime radical of a ring R is denoted by

N(R) and T¿(R) stands for the intersection of N(R) with the left annihilator,

¿(N(RY), of N(R)K The essentiality condition (see [3]) holds in R if aR is

an essential right ideal whenever a is an element of R with zero right

annihilator, /(a). As defined in [4], R is a PWD with respect to the

complete set ex, • ■ • , en of orthogonal idempotents if xy=0 for x e eiRek

and y e ekRej implies x=0 or y=0. The reader is referred to [9] for the

notion of exhaustive set. I would like to thank Professors A. V.

Jategaonkar and L. W. Small for conversations about the material in

this paper which were both stimulating and helpful.

1. Classical quotient rings. We would like to show first that a semi-

primary classical right quotient ring of a PWD is a PWD. This is easily

accomplished by means of the following theorem.

Theorem A. Suppose e and fare nonzero idempotents in a ring R which

is a right order in a semiprimary ring Q. Then eQf=eRjfQf, and the semi-

primary ringfQfis the classical right quotient ring offRf.

Proof. The proof follows from the technique used in proving a

theorem of Small [9, Theorem 3], of which this is a mild generalization.

Proposition. If the PWD R is a right order in a semiprimary ring Q,

then Q is also a PWD.

Proof. Let (ej be a complete set of orthogonal idempotents with

respect to which R is a PWD. Suppose xy=0 for x e e¿Qek and y e ekQe¡.

By Theorem A, x=ab~1 and y=cd~1 for elements a e eiRek, b e ekRek,

ceekRej, and dee¡Rej. Since b~^c e ekQekekRejzekQej, b~1c=uv~1

where ueekRej and veefte^ We have auv~1d~1=0 implying au=0.

Since R is a PWD with respect to {<?,}, a=0 or w=0, so a=0 or c=0.

Thus x=0 or 7=0, and g is a PWD.

The lemma which follows is critical to the characterization mentioned

in the introduction.

Lemma. Let S be a semiprime right Goldie PWD with respect to the

complete set of orthogonal idempotents {e,-}Li- Then

M = ( 2 s> I ° ^ s* e e'Sei' l = ' = "

is an exhaustive set of S.
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Proof. That M is a multiplicatively closed set of regular elements of S

is inherent in the definition of PWD. We must show that if q e Q, where Q

is the classical right quotient ring of S (which exists by Goldie's theorem),

then q=sm~1 for some s e S and me M. To this end, write q=]¿ijqij,

c7„ £ eiQei. By Theorem A we have qij = aijbj, for some atj e e¡Sei and

¿>„ e e,Ser Using a well-known property of quotient rings, there exist an

element dj e efie, and elements c,,- e e^e,- such that b~}=ciid~f1 for all

; (dj1 e e¡Qe,). So qu may be written qu =xijyj1 for all i,j, where xiS e e¿Se3

andy,eejSej.Thusq=2ijxijyJ1 = CÍijXij)(2Jy71) = (Ii.jxu)(yjyj)-1,
and we see q has the required form.

We proceed to state and prove our main resuit.

Theorem. If R is a PWD, then R is a right order in a semiprimary ring

if and only ifRjT¿(R) satisfies the essentiality condition for all i.

Proof. It is well known that the "only if" part of the theorem holds

for any ring R. To prove the "if" part, let R be a PWD with respect to

{e¡} and assume the rings R/T^R) all have the essentiality condition.

Denote the canonical image of r e R in R/N(R) by r. By the main theorem

of [4], R is a PWD with respect to {êj. Also, since N(R) is known to be

nilpotent [4], N(R)=Tj(R) for some i. In particular R, as a semiprime

PWD with the essentiality condition, is a right Goldie ring [3, Proposi-

tion 1].

Let M = {J_ri\Q^rieeiRel). Then, since M={'2.si\0^sie ëiRët) and

R is a semiprime right Goldie PWD with respect to {<?,}, M is an exhaustive

set of R by the lemma above. But M is clearly a multiplicatively closed set

of regular elements of R and thus an exhaustive set of regular elements.

The theorem now follows from the following general criterion of Small.

Theorem B.    Let R be a ring satisfying

(1) N(R) is nilpotent;

(2) RjT¿(R) has the essentiality condition for all i;

(3) R/N(R) is right Goldie; and

(4) R has an exhaustive set of regular elements.

Then R is a right order in a semiprimary ring.

Proof. The proof is virtually that of [9, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1];

we omit the details.

Corollary 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a PWD R to be a

right order in a right artinian ring is for RjTt(R) to have finite right Goldie

dimension for all i.

Corollary 2. A right noetherian PWD is a right order in a right

artinian ring.
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As an application, consider a right noetherian ring R which is a direct sum

of uniform right ideals and has zero right singular ideal (so R is a PWD).

Then R is a finite direct product of indecomposable rings Rt each of which

satisfies the same hypothesis that R does. Each R( is a right order in an

indecomposable (by Theorem A) right artinian ring Q¡ which also is a

direct sum of uniform right ideals and has zero right singular ideal. A

typical Qi is characterized in [2, Theorem 4.1] as a certain blocked tri-

angular matrix ring with entries in subgroups of the additive group of a

division ring. This can be shown to lead to a similar, albeit considerably

more involved, characterization of the R¡s.

In [4], it was shown that any PWD R is a split extension of N(R) by a

unitary subring of R uniquely determined up to an inner automorphism

of R. Consequently R can be considered as an R¡N(R)-bimodult in an

essentially unique way. The following is by way of generalization of a

remark made in [4, §4] about rings with principal right ideals projective.

Corollary 3. If the PWD R is a finitely generated projective right

RjN(R)-module (e.g., if N(R)R is finitely generated projective [4]) and

RjN(R) is right Goldie, then R is a right order in a right artinian ring.

Proof. It follows from [4, §2, Corollary 1] that, for each i, R is a

split extension by R/T^R) and R/T^R) is a split extension by R/N(R).

Clearly, then, each ring R/T^R) is finitely generated projective as a right

R/N (R)-module. But then each has finite right Goldie dimension by

[4, §2, Proposition 1].

Example.   Let R be the ring

-F[x]    F[x]    F(x)

0 F     F(x)

_ 0 0      F(x)_

where F is any field. Then R has the following properties.

(1) R is a left but not a right order in a semiprimary ring.

(2) R is a right (but not left) Goldie PWD.

(3) RlN(R) is an hereditary noetherian ring.

(4) R satisfies the regularity condition.

Proof. First, R is right Goldie because the right socle of R is essential

and artinian. Also, R is a left order in the semiprimary ring

~F(x)   F(x)   F(x)~

0        F     F(x)

_ 0 0      F(x)_
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(which is not one-sided artinian). But R is not a right order in a semi-

primary ring, since

-F[x]   F[x]-

0        FR/Tx(R)i x F(x)

does not satisfy the essentiality condition (by an example of Herstein and

Small [5, §3]). The rest is obvious (see the corollary in §2).

According to [4, §4, Theorem], the ring R in the preceding example

cannot be right semihereditary. In fact, it is not very hard to see that R

does not have principal right ideals projective. Is there an example of a

ring R with principal right ideals projective having R and R¡N(R) right

Goldie, which is not a right order in a semiprimary ring? Such an example

(if it exists !) would be interesting in the light of the rather weak conditions

which suffice for a semihereditary ring to be an order in a semiprimary

ring (see [3] and [4]). We have one trivial comment on this problem:

The right Goldie ring 'K   K   K]

R = 0    k    K

0    0    K

where K is an infinite field extension of the field k, has R]N(R) right

Goldie and principal right ideals projective; it is a right order in a semi-

primary ring but not in a one-sided artinian ring (cf. [4, §4, Theorem]).

2. The regularity condition. It turns out to be quite natural to study a

one-sided regularity condition in PWD's. Accordingly, we say that a

PWD R satisfies the left regularity condition if a+N(R) regular in RjN(R)

implies a left regular in R (i.e., /(a)=0). (Then, of course, R satisfies the

regularity condition if and only if R satisfies both the left and right

regularity conditions.) We use the term "torsion-free" in the sense of

Levy [7].

Proposition 1.   IfR is a PWD, the following statements are equivalent.

(1) R satisfies the left regularity condition.

(2) R is a torsion-free right R¡N(R)-module.

(3) fiRfj is a torsion-free right f¿Rfrmodule for every complete set

f!■>''' ifr °f orthogonal idempotents in R which are centrally primitive

modulo N(R).

Proof. We prove (2)=>(1), the remaining implications being routine.

The proof is by induction on the index of nilpotence of N(R). Noting the

case N(R)=0 is trivial, we assume N(R)?¿0. As follows from [4, §2,

Corollary 1], there exist (unitary) subrings S and Sx of R with Ss Sx<^ R

such that R is a split extension of N(R) by S and a split extension of TX(R)
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by Sx. Now the right 5-module Sx, as a submodule of the torsion-free

(since (2) holds) right S-module R, is torsion-free. Moreover, the index

of nilpotence of N(SX) is one less than that of N(R) and Sx is a PWD

[4, §1, Corollary 2]. So our induction hypothesis implies RlTx(R)~Sx

satisfies the left regularity condition.

Let ae R be regular mod N(R). Since N(RITX(R))=N(R)ITX(R), the
canonical image of a in RjTx(R) is regular mod N(RITX(R)). Thus ¿(a)£

Ti(R)*^¿(N(R)) by the left regularity condition in RITX(R). But a can be

written a=s+n where n e N(R) and 5 is a regular element of S. So if

x e ¿(a), then xs=xa=0 which has the consequence x=0.

Corollary. A PWD R for which RjN(R) is a finite direct product of

domains (cf. [4, §1, Corollary 3]) satisfies the regularity condition.

Proposition 2. IfR is a PWD such that RjN(R) is right Goldie, then R

satisfies the left regularity condition.

Proof. The same method used in the proof of Proposition 1 works

here: Assume N(R)9i0, the proposition being trivial if N(R)=0. Clearly

RITX(R) satisfies the same hypothesis that R does. So we may assume by

induction that the left regularity condition holds in RjTx(R). Hence,

assuming a+N(R) regular in RjN(R), we obtain f(a)<^¿(N(R)). But

aR+N(R) is an essential right ideal of R and, if x e ¿(a), x(aR+N(R)) =

xaR+xN(R)=Q. So x=0, since R has zero right singular ideal according

to [3, Lemma 1].
We proceed to give an example of a ring R satisfying the hypothesis

of Proposition 2, but which does not satisfy the regularity condition: Let

F be a field and K an extension field of F possessing a nonsurjective

(nonzero) endomorphism a which fixes F elementwise. (This situation

can be realized given any field F.) Let D be the twisted polynomial ring

K[z, o] in the indeterminate z where multiplication is defined by kz=za(k)

(k e K) and its consequences.

The domain D is well known to be right but not left Ore. In particular,

there exist nonzero elements u, v e D such that DunDv=Q. The choice

of u, v implies the directness of the sum Du + Duv+Duv2 + Duv3. So,

since F is contained in the center of D, the F-subalgebra of D generated by

u, uv, uv2, and uvz is in fact freely generated by u, uv, uv2, and uvz, making

use of a result of Jategaonkar [6]. Furthermore, notice that the relation

uvw1=uv2(uvs)-1 in the right quotient division ring Q(D) of D would

lead to the absurdity v2 — \. Thus setting a=u, b=uv*, c=uv, and d=uv2,

we have ca^^db-1 in Q(D).
Let A=F(a, b, c, d, £, r¡) be the free associative F-algebra on the

letters a, b, c, d, t, and r¡ and let / be the ideal of A generated by at,+br\
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and c^+di). By making repeated use of the substitutions at,-+—br¡,

ct,—>~dr¡, an element/e^í can be brought to a unique "normal form"

/'; that is, no monomial in the expression for/' contains an occurrence

of at, or c£. Since/e lof'=0, we obtain F(a, b, c, d)C\I=0, £ £ /, and

r¡ <£ I. Thus the /"-algebra L = A\l contains (a canonical copy of)

F(a, b, c, d) and the equations

(*) ax + by = 0,       ex + dy = 0

have a nontrivial solution in L. Further, using straightforward free

algebra techniques (see, for example, Shepherdson [8, §4]) one may

easily verify that L is a domain.

By a theorem of P. M. Cohn [1, Theorem 2.5], the free product

(= coproduct here) E=D *F L of the /-"-algebras D and £ is a domain.

The domain £ contains, of course, both D and L as subdomains. In

particular, the equations (*) have a nontrivial solution in E. We claim they

have none in D. Indeed, the contrary assumption leads via a short com-

putation to ca~1=db~l holding in Q(D), against our construction.

Finally, we take R to be the ring

~D2   0 ■

-E2    As.'

R is a PWD and R/N(R) is right Goldie (because D is right Ore). Let

~a   bl \x0   0"
a = .and   ß =

Le    <¿J Ljo    0J

where x=x0,y—y0 is a nontrivial solution of (*) in E. Since the equations

(*) have no nontrivial solution in D, <2(<x)=0 in D2 implying the regularity

of a in D2. But, in R, [J °][°p g]=0, [J °] is regular modulo N(R), and

07e [ß o] e N(R). Therefore the regularity condition fails to hold in R.
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